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Big-Bang-Universe-Inflation, Resulting from the Black-Hole-Collapse- to-
apparent-singularity, with Black-Hole-Formation in Pre-Big-Bang-Universe

Known Singularities like Big-Bang-Universe-Inflation and Black-Hole-
Singularity, must be similar, and Big-Bang-Universe-Creation, must be a Black-
Hole-Formation-Event in Pre-Big-Bang-Space, as large amount of Pre-Bang-
Space-Matter, must have vanished as Black-Hole into our Big-Bang-Universe.

If that is a Universal Norm, New Baby Universes must be getting Created in a
Black-Hole like Big-Bang, in a Parent Universe & that Parent Universe must be

Space may be comprising Space Pixels having Planck’s Length as at least One
dimensions, with other Dimensions as One or Multiples of Planck’s Length.

Space Pixel, created by Flip-Flop Figure of Eight-8 Rotating Torus, Quantum
Gluon Space Field, with Gravity as Direction of Gluon-Quanta-Space, Link-Axis.

Space-Pixel Correcting Space-Resonance, achieved due to Flip-Flop-Figure-of-
Eight-8 Rotating-Resonant-Spatial-Space-Adjacent-Pixels-Interactions due to
Flip-Flop-Figure-of Eight-8-Rotation, Locks Quantum-Gluon-Space-Field-Space.

Flip-Flop and Rotating Figure of Eight -8 Ring like, Quantum Gluon Space Field,
may create a Space Pixel, but the same Space Pixel Space may accommodate
Multiple adjacent Flip-Flop and Rotating Figure of Eight -8 Rings, till all the
adjacent RotationalSpaces are filled and then Rebound or Inflation Occurs.

When Black-Hole-Forms, this condition Occurs and the Rebound Inflation
occurs on the Inside of the Black-Hole with the Fragmentation of Space Pixel.

Rebound may lead to Fragmentation to Half Wavelength, of Quantum-Gluon-
Space-Field-Wavelet due to Filling of All adjacent Rotational Spaces in a Space-
Pixel Correcting Space-Resonance of Flip-Flop-Figure-of-Eight-8 Rotating-
Resonant-Spatial-Space-Adjacent-Pixels-Interactions.

At Singularity Moment, a slowly Deepening Tapering Gravity Well reaches an
Initial Fully Filled Singularity Point Cone, Both Sides of Gravity Cone has Fully
Filled Quantum-Gluon-adjacent Flip-Flop and Rotating Figure of Eight -8 Rings.

Rebound Occurs as all Interaction Spaces are Filled and Rebound leads to
Fragmentation to Half Wavelength, of Quantum-Gluon-Space-Field-Wavelet
due to Filling of All adjacent Rotational Spaces in a Space-Pixel Correcting
Space-Resonance of Flip-Flop-Figure-of-Eight-8 Rotating-Resonant-Spatial-
Space-Adjacent-Pixels-Interactions.

Gravity is Directional, and Rebounding Reversing-Direction-Space-Pixels create
a Shock-Wave-Inflation, at the Speed of Light and of Gravitational Wave in the
Pre-Bang-Space, which must be Double or Multiples of the Speed of Light and
Gravitational Wave in Big-Bang-Universe, as the Pre-Bang-Space-Pixel must be Double or Multiples of Big-Bang-Pixel and Limiting-Speed is Pixel Proportionate.
Big-Bang-Universe-Inflation, Resulting from the Black-Hole-Collapse- to-apparent-singularity, with Black-Hole-Formation in Pre-Big-Bang-Universe. Flip-Flop and Rotating Figure of Eight -8 Ring like, Quantum Gluon Space Field, may create a Space Pixel, but the same Space Pixel Space may accommodate Multiple adjacent Flip-Flop and Rotating Figure of Eight -8 Rings, till all the adjacent Rotational Spaces are filled and then Rebound or Inflation Occurs. Particles are formed by Complex Space Linkages similar to Gravitational Wells.